This endorsement, effective at 12:01 AM forms a part of

Policy number

Issued to:

By:

**SIDE-A MATCH EDGE℠ (SAME)**
*(Matches Primary Side-A Coverage With Your AIG Side-A Excess Coverage)*

In consideration of the premium charged, it is hereby understood and agreed that if an insurance policy issued by the **Insurer** or one of its affiliates provides a limit of liability written specifically as the lead Side-A excess (the “**AIG Lead Side-A Policy**”) over, directly or indirectly, this policy’s **Limit of Liability**, then this policy is amended as follows:

*Side-A Match (Liberalization):* For any **Claim** against or **Pre-Claim Inquiry** received by any **Insured Person**, this policy’s **Insured Person Coverage A** and its Clause 3.A. **Advancement** (the “**Side-A Coverage**”) shall be extended to include coverage provided by the **AIG Lead Side-A Policy** that is not already encompassed in the **Side-A Coverage**.

The **Side-A Match** shall not: (i) serve to increase the **Limit of Liability** under this policy; (ii) apply to any endorsement to this policy that specifically provides that the **Side-A Match** clause does not apply to it; or (iii) modify any term, condition or exclusion applicable to any coverage afforded under this policy, other than the coverage provided under the **Side-A Coverage**.

ALL OTHER TERMS, CONDITIONS AND EXCLUSIONS REMAIN UNCHANGED.
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